Dear Mistreated Telecommunications User,

The goal of this Workbook is to help you determine if you have been overcharged by your phone company and/or how you can optimize your current bills, saving money going forward.

This Workbook is Volume II of Teletruth’s *Survival Guide & Workbook for Residential & Small Business Wireline & Wireless Telecommunications Services*. Volume I, “*Secrets of Reading Your Phone Bills: Have You been Rammed, Slammed or Crammed*”, gives more definitions and detail about how to read your phone bills and the charges you are currently paying for.

1) We have created 16 ‘Challenges’ to walk you through the process of examining your bills bill in more detail. These challenges include:

- **PREPARATION CHALLENGE** — Getting the most out of the Workbook.

- **Challenge 1: Determine if the Total Bill Is too High** — We give the customer a ‘baseline’ test to see if they are paying more than they think they should be paying.

- **Challenge 2: Calculating the Number of Lines** — How many lines does the customer actually have?

- **Challenge 3, 4, & 5: Calling and Usage** — We go through what the customer is actually paying for using the phone: making and receiving local, long distance, toll, or international calls.

- **Challenge 6: Calling Features and Other Services** — Is the customer paying for Calling Features or other services and are they using them?

- **Challenge 7: Ramming, Cramming, & Slamming** — Is the customer paying for a package or service they did not order, want, need or can even use?

- **Challenge 8: Late Fees** — Is the customer paying late fees?
• **Challenge 9: Taxes and Surcharges: Total Tax Analysis** — Gives the customer a quick examination of the taxes and surcharges being applied to the bills.

• **Challenge 10, 11 & 12: Small Business Customer Audit Questions and Responses** — Matching what the customer is paying for vs what the customer needs. Is the customer being overcharged?

• **Challenge 13: Removing All Long Distance Charges** — Because of the complications of the bills, we explain how to identify and remove all long distance charges not being used.

• **Challenge 14: The CSR: The Secret Auditing Tool** — Phone bills do not give all of the information about accounts and services and there is another document a customer can obtain for more details.

• **Challenge 15: Basics of Preparing for a Refund Or Optimization** — Before the customer takes any steps, what do they need to know about applying for a refund or lowering their phone bills.

• **Challenge 16: Dealing, Negotiating and Talking to the Phone Company** — Never talk to a phone company service representative unprepared. Read our prepared scripts to know what to say and do before and after you call. Whether you are purchasing a new service and don’t want to be harmed, you want to change your service, or ask for a refund, learn what you should do and say to get what you want.

**What Else Is in the Workbook:**

2) **Challenge “Questionnaires”** — Each Challenge has not only an example using actual current small business bills, but also a series of questions that should be answered to keep score of the results of each Challenge.

3) **“Telecommunications Needs Checklists”** — We have created a series of “Checklists” to examine your current and future telecommunications needs. These are designed based on the actual questions and interviews we would ask as auditors to get walk through the basics of what services you need, and what you are currently paying for today.

4) **Actual 2010-2011 Small Business Reference Bills** — Throughout this Workbook we have included in “Reference Bills” based on actual customers to show you exactly what to look for.
NOTE: We have supplied the Reference Bills in Appendix 1 as well

5) HOT BUTTONS & EXPERT TIPS — Throughout this Workbook we have included “HOT BUTTONS” to give you the secret expert auditing tips and things you should pay attention to,

6) EDITOR’S SOAPBOX — Our opinion on specific topics will appear from time to time.

CAVEATS:

- We are not lawyers. We work with lawyers in our capacity as expert telecom auditors and telecom analysts and therefore we are not making any legal opinion of whether you have or have not been overcharged.

- Things change and every phone company and every state has different rules, regulations, tariffs, not to mention phone bills and the information that comes with or about the companies’ services. Therefore, all information in this document may be incomplete at any one time as we can not cover all companies and the phone companies can change anything at any time, not to mention the continuous changes in rules, laws and tariffs, etc.

- All phone bill images are the property of the phone companies we feature.
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*HOT BUTTON 1: The Monthly Bill is Useless for Examining All of the Charges.
*HOT BUTTON 2: Where’s the Information about the Monthly vs Tri-Annual Bill?
*HOT BUTTON 3: The Billing Date Is Usually Located at the Top of the Page.
*HOT BUTTON 4: Expect Monthly Differences: Don’t Panic.
*HOT BUTTON 5: How to Get the “Basic Service”, “POTS” Costs.
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*HOT BUTTON 27: Calculating Tax: “Based on” Analysis
*HOT BUTTON 28: The Rules of Rounding
*HOT BUTTON 29: Does Not Include the Long Distance Taxes and Surcharges.
*HOT BUTTON 30: Beware of Small Credits.
*HOT BUTTON 31: The Numbers Still Don’t Add Up?
*HOT BUTTON 32: Don’t Get Hot Headed and Disconnect Stuff.
*HOT BUTTON 33: Centrex Custopak Includes the Cost of the Line.
*HOT BUTTON 34: Does The Customer Really Need a Second Line?
*HOT BUTTON 35: There Are Caveats to What We Just Presented.
*HOT BUTTON 36: Interest on the Money
*HOT BUTTON 37: Get Rid of All Long Distance Plans Not in Use. “PICC” None
*HOT BUTTON 38: Pay Basic, Stay Connected.
*HOT BUTTON 39: THE CSR: Secret Document You May Need
*HOT BUTTON 40: The CSR is NOT for the Faint at Heart.
*HOT BUTTON 41: SECRET — They May Tell You There’s No Such Thing.
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*HOT BUTTON 42: How to Use the Document as a Forensic Tool.
*HOT BUTTON 43: What’s on Which Line?
*HOT BUTTON 44: SECRET: Slamming & the CSR
*HOT BUTTON 46: Treat them with Dignity and Respect.
*HOT BUTTON 47: Dump the Rep with Attitude.
*HOT BUTTON 48: Do Any Transaction with the Phone Company in Writing.
*HOT BUTTON 49: Do Not Give Out Your Email in Some Instances.
*HOT BUTTON 50: Get Out Your Most Detailed Bill First.
*HOT BUTTON 51: Use the Exact Terms as Stated on the Bill.
*HOT BUTTON 52: Can You Prove Anything?
*HOT BUTTON 53: Know Your ‘Term’ Agreements
*HOT BUTTON 54: Disconnecting the Service and Returning to POTS?
*HOT BUTTON 56: Do Not Trust Online Prices: They are Missing Major Expenses
*HOT BUTTON 57: If You Have the Stomach, Read the Fine Print.
*HOT BUTTON 58: They Called or Visited You Or…
*HOT BUTTON 59: Questions You Should Think Through.
*HOT BUTTON 60: Specialized Numbers
*HOT BUTTON 61: Play Dumb to See What They Say.
*HOT BUTTON 62: “Month to Month” vs “Term Agreements”.
*HOT BUTTON 63: Bundle Term Agreement Issues
*HOT BUTTON 64: “The Gimme” “Waiving” Fees vs Term Agreement.
*HOT BUTTON 65: Installation Fees Waived?
*HOT BUTTON 66: Package Issues Before You Buy
*HOT BUTTON 67: Demand the Bottom Line Costs of the First & Second Bill
*HOT BUTTON 68: Do Not Give Out Your New Phone Number to Anyone
*HOT BUTTON 69: Get the Order in Writing, Send Them a Confirmation
*HOT BUTTON 70: They Don’t Want to Tell You the Amount of Money.
*HOT BUTTON 71: Some Good News, But for How Long?
*HOT BUTTON 72: Beware of Free Trials!
*HOT BUTTON 73: Check the First and Second Bills Immediately.